
Urban Acoustic Pop Artist Lawrence Lee
Releases New Music Video for “Jane” from
Debut EP Strings & Dreams
Today, BLE Music Group’s urban
acoustic pop artist, Lawrence Lee,
released his brand new music video for
Jane, the single from his debut EP
Strings & Dreams.

CHARLOTTE, NC, UNITED STATES,
May 7, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- BLE
Music Group’s urban acoustic pop artist,
Lawrence Lee, released his brand new
music video for "Jane," the single from
his debut EP Strings & Dreams. View the
video now from this breakthrough artist
on his website. The song “Jane” is a
beautifully scripted, mid-tempo pop song
in which Lawrence Lee makes his heart
transparent to both his female interest
and his listening audience. Lawrence
Lee’s poetic lyrics and emotional delivery
make this song timeless. 

“Jane” was filmed on the campus of the
University of Mobile in Mobile, AL, the
school from which Lawrence Lee will
earn his bachelor’s degree next week. It was important to Lawrence Lee to film the video at the
University of Mobile, the place where his debut EP Strings & Dreams was birthed and released. The
video’s movie-style format tells a story that closely matches his life as a college student athlete. In the
video, Lawrence Lee is a popular basketball player, but his star talent isn’t enough to gain the
attention of the beautiful and smart female student he has his eyes on named Jane. Little does Jane
know there is more to Lawrence Lee than meets the eye. The story grows more intriguing as
Lawrence Lee discovers that music may be the way into Jane’s heart and as he tries to find out if she
feels the same. "Jane" was directed by Steven Henley (Henley Productions), a talented videographer
in Valdosta, GA who offers many services such as music videos, commercials, highlights and more.

Lawrence Lee’s debut EP Strings & Dreams is AVAILABLE NOW on iTunes, Google Play, Amazon
Music and via all other digital music distribution outlets worldwide. To learn more about Lawrence Lee
and to follow this epic artist, visit iamlawrencelee.com and view his electronic press kit.

BLE Music Group is the independent record label division of Big Law Entertainment, Inc., a music
production and songwriting company located in Charlotte, NC. BLE Music Group believes in the
power of independent music and in the broad impact it has on the music and entertainment world.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://iamlawrencelee.com/videos/
http://iamlawrencelee.com/videos/


From pop to hip-hop, BLE Music Group works with talented, aspiring singers, songwriters and
musicians to make their music available to the world.
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